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Abstract

Vehicular edge computing (VEC) is a promising paradigm to offload resource-intensive tasks at the network edge.
Owing to time-sensitive and computation-intensive vehicular applications and high mobility scenarios, cost-efficient
task offloading in the vehicular environment is still a challenging problem. In this paper, we study the partial task
offloading problem in vehicular edge computing in an urban scenario. Where the vehicle computes some part of a
task locally, and offload the remaining task to a nearby vehicle and to VEC server subject to the maximum tolerable
delay and vehicle’s stay time. To make it cost-efficient, including the cost of the required communication and
computing resources, we consider to fully exploit the vehicular available resources. We estimate the transmission
rates for the vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to infrastructure communication based on practical assumptions.
Moreover, we present a mobility-aware partial task offloading algorithm, taking into account the task allocation ratio
among the three parts given by the communication environment conditions. Simulation results validate the efficient
performance of the proposed scheme that not only enhances the exploitation of vehicular computation resources
but also minimizes the overall system cost in comparison to baseline schemes.
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Introduction
As an enabling technology for the Internet of Vehicles,
Vehicular edge computing (VEC) provides possible solu-
tions to share the computation capabilities between vehi-
cles. The continuous increase in mobile applications has
caused an exponential growth in demand for high com-
putational capability in wireless networks [1]. Vehicles are
equipped with computing and storage resources to sup-
port an intelligent transport system and a wide variety
of onboard infotainment services. It is predicted that by
2022, every self-driving car will have the computing capa-
bility to execute up to 106 dhrystone million instructions
per second [2], which is ten times that of the existing
laptops. However, vehicle’s data demands and computa-
tion requirements are also increasing day by day caused
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by innovative safety and non-safety applications, i.e., aug-
mented reality, virtual reality, and immersive & real-time
interactive applications. To cope with all such evolving
communication and computation demands of vehicular
systems, mobile devices, and pedestrians, this is where
the VEC system came into existence [3, 4]. Vehicular and
infrastructural nodes, i.e., the roadside units (RSUs), can
make their communication and computational resources
available to the network.
In contrast to cloud infrastructure that may induce con-

siderable overhead in terms of delay between the cloud
and vehicles to offload the computation task [5, 6]. Since
cloud resources are usually deployed at the remote end [7].
VEC solves this problem, as it brings these computational
capabilities in close proximity and enables numerous vehi-
cles to process their required tasks at the network edge
[8]. The network latency can be minimized to a great
extent while accessing edge computing resources by the
proximity of mobile vehicles. This enables VEC to offer a
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prompt interactive response in the computation offload-
ing service by deploying computing nodes or servers, to
fulfill users’ demands for delay-sensitive tasks [9]. Com-
putation offloading is a promising way of transferring
some computation-intensive activities to nearby servers
[10, 11]. Moreover, VEC takes advantage of proximal vehi-
cles, to reduce the edge servers’ load. Hence, vehicles can
also perform computational tasks for VEC servers.
In addition, vehicles’ collaboration is enabled via infras-

tructure or infrastructure-independent communication
using dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) or
cellular vehicle to everything technology, i.e., vehicle to
vehicle (V2V) communication. V2V communication facil-
itates both safety and non-safety applications [12]. In V2V
communication, the vehicles share data that can define the
internal state and environment of the vehicle to widen the
perceptual horizon of the communication partner. Any
relevant information gathered from vehicular onboard
sensors can be forwarded to nearby vehicles [13]. Apart
from sharing information, nearby vehicles can help in pro-
cessing high computational tasks, which cannot be tackled
alone by a computational resource-limited vehicle. The
vehicles communicate directly with each other if they are
within their communication range. Among the various
scenarios, mobility and computation offloading that are
mainly followed within the bound of the network edge,
are based on the internet of vehicles [14]. However, still,
vehicles’ computation capability is limited to fully han-
dle the existing and emerging low latency applications’
computational demands.

Related work
VEC is becoming an eminent trend. Many researchers
have contributed to figure out the challenges that VEC
poses [15, 16]. For offloading the computation tasks to
the network edge, the VEC emerged as a new paradigm
to lighten the computation load of vehicles with lim-
ited resources and satisfies real-time responses to vehi-
cles’ task requests [17]. In [18], the authors presented a
contract-based mechanism for the allocation of resources
by exploiting mobile edge computing (MEC) servers’
resources and fulfilling the offloading requisites of the
tasks.
However, the computation and storage capacity of edge

computing is still inadequate. Therefore, some hybrid
schemes have been proposed, which integrate the advan-
tages of both edge computing and vehicular networks. For
instance, Hou et al. [16], analyzed the use of both moving
and parked vehicles as computation and communication
platforms to improve service quality. Ye et al. [19] pre-
sented a scheme to offload mobile devices and cloudlets
to fog enabled bused at low energy and transmission costs.
While Feng et al. [20] put forth a hybrid cloud com-
puting infrastructure in vehicular networks, where tasks

are offloaded to other vehicles in the vicinity or to the
RSUs. Similarly, the authors in [21] opted for a Stackelberg
game-theoretic scheme to develop a multilevel offload-
ing framework and presented a hierarchically organized
cloud-based VEC offloading scheme, in which a backup
computing neighborhood is there to support the com-
puting resources of MEC servers. Different from [16, 20],
and [21], Lai et al. [22], proposed a three-tier vehicu-
lar network that includes the cloud layer, the fog layer,
and the network layer. The authors developed coopera-
tion and scheduling schemes to manage the vehicle nodes.
Ren et al. [23], developed a partial compression offload-
ing framework, where a small part of the data is computed
locally on the vehicle while the remaining part of it is
computed on the MEC server. This allows the exploita-
tion of local and MEC computation resources efficiently.
With the integration of V2V and vehicle to infrastruc-
ture (V2I) communication, the authors in [24] came up
with a framework to offload a load of vehicles with a
low signal-to-noise-and-interference ratio to be served by
other vehicles with a greater quality link. The authors in
[25] and [26], presented a predictive combination-mode
and load-aware MEC offloading schemes, respectively, in
which tasks are offloaded via V2V relay transmission to
the MEC server or V2I uploading.
Bozorgchenani et al. [27], analyzed a partial offloading

method. Where the amount of the task to be offloaded
is estimated for reducing the outage probability consider-
ing the vehicles’ mobility in an urban environment. The
entire process of task offloading must be less than the
stay time of the vehicles. However, we consider offload-
ing the amount of task to a nearby vehicle, which can
be transmitted within the stay time by meeting the max-
imum tolerable delay of a task. This will help to utilize
the available resources of the vehicles while dividing the
task accordingly and sharing the burden of VEC sever. In
[28], the authors focused on the federated offloading in
vehicular networks to reduce the total latency. The com-
putation task is divided into three parts, i.e., to compute
locally send to nearby vehicles, and on the VEC server.
The authors assign the computing ratios to ensure and
keep the whole task computed within the given latency
deadline. However, this scheme does not fully use the
vehicular resources as it prefers assigning most of the task
part on the VEC server. Whereas, we proposed to exploit
the vehicle resources as well as ease the load of the VEC
server.
In this paper, we focus on task offloading leverag-

ing V2V (among vehicles) and V2I (between vehicle and
VEC servers) communication. Since both the vehicles and
VEC servers, are equipped with computation resources,
therefore, considering such a hybrid network in a dense
urban scenario can further boost the network’s commu-
nication and computing capacity. As we have considered
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partial task offloading, therefore, part of the computation
is handled locally, while the remaining task is offloaded
to nearby vehicles and the VEC server. We proposed a
mobility-aware partial task offloading approach enabling
the cost-efficient system. In our proposed scheme, we
consider two types of vehicles, i.e., resource-hungry vehi-
cles (RHV) and resource-rich vehicles (RRVs). As their
name implies, RHV always tries to offload its task as hav-
ing limited computing resources, while RRV has abundant
resources and helps RHVs in computation. It is pertinent
to mention here that the task offloading decisions are
determined by each RHV. Multiple RRVs might be avail-
able to process each task of RHV. Thus, our proposed
scheme helps in offloading the VEC server burden by
exploiting the underutilized resources of RRVs. Consid-
ering the vehicular network dynamic nature, the wireless
channel condition and network topology change hastily
due to the incessant vehicles’ mobility [29]. Furthermore,
the computation workloads of available RRVs vary over
time. Thus, taking into account the above factors, we then
present a partial task offloading algorithm in which, apart
from local computation, RHVs’ assign priority to RRVs’
selection while making a decision; and RRVs are assigned
the maximum portion of a task as it comprises fewer
communication and computation costs. This scheme fully
utilizes the computation resources of RRVs and reduces
the overall burden of the VEC server. Hence, the overall
system’s cost will also be minimized.

Motivation and contributions
Many works have been done on task offloading. The
following schemes are limited in several aspects:

• In [19] the scheme is centralized where mobile users
first send their tasks to RSUs, then RSU decides to
compute according to its load or gives the task to
resourceful vehicles for computation.

• The works [18, 19, 21, 25, 26] considered binary
offloading, which do not guarantee the full utilization
of vehicles’ computational resources.

• The studies [25] and [26] are using vehicular
communication resources but eventually put the
computation load on the MEC server.

• In [27], the allocated portion of the task for the
nearby vehicle depends upon the stay time of the
vehicle to reduce the outage probability.

• In [28], the scheme does not fully utilize vehicular
resources as it prefers the MEC server.

Our proposed work aims to fill the above-mentioned
gaps. More specifically, the main contributions of this
paper are listed below:

1. We model a task offloading scheme to minimize the
overall offloading cost. This model is utilized to

create a realistic vehicular environment to study the
task offloading problem in a large-scale network.
Where the task is computed partially at the source
vehicle, and the maximum part of the remaining task
is offloaded and computed first at the proximity
vehicles and then at the relevant VEC server. This
enables not only the exploitation of abundant
vehicles’ resources and reduction in the
overburdened VEC server’s load but also slashes the
overall system cost.

2. We propose a mobility-aware partial task offloading
algorithm in the VEC scenario. This allows each
vehicle to select its nearby vehicles based on the best
available resources with minimum cost. Moreover,
we consider practical assumptions and estimate the
transmission rates for V2V and V2I communication.
Based on that the proportion of a task to be
computed locally, on a nearby vehicle, and at the
VEC, is calculated conditional to the maximum
tolerable delay and vehicle’s stay time.

3. We evaluate the influence of different parameters
and vehicular environments on our mobility-aware
partial task offloading scheme by comparing it with
different strategies. We use extensive simulations to
validate the effectiveness of our proposed solution.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as
follows. The “System model” section holds the system
model and the problem’s formal definition is discussed in
the “Problem formulation” section. The proposed algo-
rithm is presented in the “Mobility-Aware partial (MAP)
task offloading algorithm” section. In “Results and dis
cussions” section the implementation and evaluation of
our MAP algorithm are presented. Finally, the “Conclu
sion” section concludes this paper.

Systemmodel
In this section, we first describe the network topology fol-
lowed by the communication model’s description. Then
we present the computation model. All the notations used
in the system model are listed in Table 1.

Network topology
Figure 1 shows our proposed mobility-aware partial task
offloading in VEC. A unidirectional road is considered,
where the RSUs are installed along the road like a typ-
ical case for vehicular networks. A VEC server is also
installed with each RSU. We refer the vertical distance
from the RSU to the road by e. Each RSU unit has a com-
munication range, i.e., a radius of 200 meters. The set
of vehicles having the task to be offloaded is defined as
N = {1, , n}. Considering the heterogeneity of vehicles,
each vehicle has a distinct set of computational resources.
Vehicles can offload their tasks to the RSUs. Additionally,
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Table 1 Frequently Used Notations

Term Description

α The portion of a task for local computation

β The portion of a task for V2V computation

γ The portion of a task for VEC computation

tV2In,stay The stay time of a vehicle RSU coverage

tV2Vn,stay The time of the Vn in the coverage of the Vi

TLocaln The total time of local computing

TV2Vn The total time of V2V computing

TVECn The total time of VEC computing

CLocaln The total cost of local computing

CV2Vn The total cost of V2V computing

CVECn The total cost of VEC computing

ψV2V V2V transmission cost

ψV2I V2I transmission cost

�local The cost for utilizing local computation.

�V2V The cost for utilizing V2V computation.

�VEC The cost for utilizing VEC computation.

if a complex computation task is handed over to RSU, then
it will be computed on the VEC server. A central controller
is installed in the network that monitors and manages the
RSUs [18]. Many vehicles traverse under the coverage of
each RSU, which we classify into two categories, i.e., RHV
and RRV. As its name implies, RHV represents the vehicle
that has a computation task to offload. Since the coverage
radius of RSU r and the vertical distance from the RSU to
road e is known, we can easily find the distance of vehicles
traveling within the RSU coverage as:

sn = 2
√
r2 − e2. (1)

Accordingly, the stay time of the vehicle within RSU cov-
erage is derived as:

tV2I
n,stay = sn

vn
, (2)

where the parameter vn denotes the speed of vehicle Vn.

Communication model
The communication model comprises of V2V communi-
cation and V2I communication, which are discussed as
follows.

V2V communication
In V2V communication, the vehicles interact with each
other according to the standard of DSRC [30]. The maxi-
mum communication range of V2V is expressed as Climit .
We choose an identically and independent distribution

channel among vehicles. The path loss of V2V communi-
cation is determined as [24]:

LV2V
n = 10− 63.3+17.7log10(dn,i)

10 , (3)

where the dn,i defines the distance between Vn and Vi. It
must satisfy the condition 0 ≤ dn,i ≤ Climit .
In our scenario, the vehicles’ speedmay not be the same.

Therefore, vehicles have a relative speed between them.
We denote the speed between the Vn and Vi as vn,i. The
vehicle’s bandwidth is specified as BV2V and orthogo-
nal frequency is usually chosen for V2V communication.
Accordingly, the transmission rate between vehicleVn and
Vi is computed as:

Rn,i
V2V = BV2V log2

(
1 + PtLV2V

n |h2|
N0

)
. (4)

Moreover, we need to evaluate the duration of time for
which the vehicle Vn stays within the coverage of the vehi-
cle Vi to avoid offloading failure when the vehicle Vi is not
within the coverage area. The rest of the distance before
leaving the coverage of the vehicle Vi at time t, can be
expressed as follow [27].

dn,i(t) =
√
r2i − (xi(t) − xn(t))2 ± (yi(t) − yn(t)), (5)

where {xn(t), yn(t)} and {(xi(t), (yi(t)} are the position of
the vehicle Vn and vehicle Vi, respectively, at time t. While
ri is the radius of the vehicleVi coverage area. Accordingly,
the time that the vehicle Vn remains in the coverage area
of the vehicle Vi can be defined as:

tV2V
n,stay = dn,i(t)

|−→υ n − −→υ i| , (6)

where |−→υ n − −→υ i| is the vector speeds of the vehicles
Vn and Vi in view of their relative direction. Thus, the
uplink rate Rn,i

V2V changes with time that can be defined
as Rn,i

V2V (t). Therefore, the average uplink rate between
vehicle Vn and Vi is given as:

Rn,i
V2V =

∫ tV2V
n,stay

0 Rn,i
V2V (t)dt

tV2V
n,stay

. (7)

V2I communication
Unlike the V2V communication that uses DSRC technol-
ogy, we leverage LTE-A for V2I communication between
vehicles and RSU [30]. The parameter dn,rsu is the dis-
tance between vehicle Vn and the center of coverage of
the RSU. The path loss of the vehicle Vn and its proximal
RSU can be represented as d−σ

n,rsu and the white Gaussian
noise power as N0. The factor σ is the path loss expo-
nent [31]. Furthermore, the uplink channel is modeled as
the Rayleigh fading channel denoted as h [28]. Hence, the
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Fig. 1 Task offloading scenario in Vehicular Edge Computing

uplink data rate is defined as:

RV2I = BV2I log2

(

1 + Ptd−σ
n,rsu|h2|
N0

)

, (8)

where the parameter BV2I represents the uplink channel
bandwidth, and Pt denotes the transmission power of the
vehicle’s onboard device.
In our scenario, vehicles travel at a constant speed.

Therefore, the distance dn,rsu varies with time, which is
given by

dn,rsu(t) =
√

e2 +
( sn
2

− vabsn t
)2
, (9)

where vabsn is the speed of the vehicle Vn. Accordingly the
uplink rate RV2I varies with time as well that can be define
as RV2I(t). The V2I average uplink rate is defined as:

RV2I =
∫ tV2I

n,stay
0 RV2I(t)dt

tV2I
n,stay

. (10)

RV2I is the V2I average uplink rate represented as the
uplink rate of Vn offloading a task to the VEC server.

Computation model
We have assumed that the vehicle Vn has a computing
task, described as Rn = {

Bn,Dn, tmax
n

}
. Here Bn indicates

the total number of required CPU cycles to carry out the
task,Dn shows the task data size, which includes the input
parameters and program code and the tmax

n indicates the
maximum tolerable delay of the task Rn, which implies the
time to complete the task should not exceed tmax

n . The

task is divided into three parts: computed at the vehicleVn
locally, offloading the remaining task to nearby vehicles
Vi by V2V communication, and the final remaining task
is offloaded to the nearest VEC server for computation.
The ratio of data to total task data Dn is denoted as αn,βn,
and γn, respectively. The different ratio will influence the
total latency and cost to finish the task. Since computation
units are installed in vehicles, the tasks could be computed
on the nearby RRV. The computation ability might change
from vehicle to vehicle. Therefore, we specify the com-
putation capacity of Vi as fVi . In order to improve the
utilization of computing resources, we present the V2V
offloading method. In other words, the task of vehicle Vn
might be offloaded to its nearby qualified vehicle. More-
over, the priority of each vehicle is to offload the part of
the task to its nearby qualified vehicle as much as possible,
according to available computing capacity, and the final
remaining part to the VEC server.
To further elaborate on the computationmodel in detail.

We introduce the local computing followed by nearby
vehicle computing. and finally, the VEC computing is
presented.

Local computing
When the source vehicle Vn chooses to perform task Rn
locally, TLocal

n is defined as the local execution delay of the
vehicle Vn, includes the local CPU processing delays. The
fVn is described as the computation capacity (i.e., CPU
cycles per second) of Vn. Considering the heterogeneity of
the vehicles, different vehicles might have different capac-
ities for computation. The local execution delay of task Rn
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is given as:

tln = Bn
fVn

, (11)

where αn is the portion of the task Dn, which is computed
locally as:

TLocal
n = αn ∗ tln. (12)

The �local is the cost for local computation. Taking into
account the above mentioned time consumption, the total
cost for local computing can be specified as:

CLocal
n = �local ∗ TLocal

n . (13)

Nearby vehicle computing
The selected RRV vehicle Vi processes the task and gen-
erates the output after fetching the input data from the
Vehicle Vn. The computation intensity of the task mainly
relies on the nature of applications. The V2V offload-
ing latency consists of task execution and transmission
time. The transmission time from Vn to the vehicle Vi is
represented as tVi

up, which can be defined as:

tVi
n,up = Dn

Rn,i
V2V

, (14)

where the computation capacity of the nearby vehicle is
defined as fVi. The execution time of vehicle Vi can be
defined as:

tVi
n,ex = Bn

fVi
. (15)

We represent the total offloading latency (i.e., execution
and transmission time) from Vn to Vi as TV2V

n , which can
be expressed as:

TV2V
n = βn ∗ tVi

n,up + βn ∗ tVi
n,ex, (16)

where βn is the portion of the task Dn. We need to check
all the vehicles computation resources then we select the
qualified vehicle and its detail will follow in “Results and
discussions” section. Each of the task has a unique mem-
ory and processing power besides has a specified cost of
using per unit of time [32]. Therefore, by considering the
aforementioned time consumption, the total cost of V2V
computing can be defined as:

CV2V
n =

{
ψV2V ∗ (βn ∗ tVi

n,up)
}

+
{
�V2V ∗ (βn ∗ tVi

n,ex)
}
, (17)

where ψV2V is the transmission cost and �V2V is the V2V
computation cost.

VEC computing
The VEC offloading latency comprises of three-parts: the
latency to transmit the data to its nearest VEC server,
ready time of task on the VEC server, and the execution

time on the VEC server. Regarding the delay in trans-
mitting the result back, we tend to neglect it following
the footsteps of given references [31, 33]. The latency for
transmitting the data to the VEC server can be given by,

tVECn,up = Dn

RV2I
. (18)

Vehicle Vn offloads the remaining part of the task to the
nearest VEC server via the wireless link. During transmis-
sion, the vehicle Vn must be within the coverage area of
connected RSU. Specifically, the transmission time from
vehicleVn to the VEC server tVECn,up must be shorter than the
time that vehicle Vn is in coverage of its connected RSU. It
can be defined as:

tVECn,up ≤ tV2I
n,stay. (19)

The computation capacity of the VEC server is denoted as
fm (i.e., CPU cycles per second). Therefore, the execution
time tVECn,ex on the VEC server can be calculated as follow:

tVECn,ex = Bn
fm

. (20)

Further, we define the ready time of a task according to
[34].
Definition 1 (Ready Time). The ready time of a task can

be expressed as the time at which all the predecessors of the
task finished their execution. Therefore, the ready time of
task Rn of Vehicle Vn in VEC computing is represented by
RTVEC

n,Rn .

RTVEC
n,Rn = max

k∈pred(Rn)
tVECn,ex,k , (21)

where pred(Rn) refers to a set of predecessors for task
Rn. Therefore, maxk∈pred(Rn) tVECn,ex,k is the time when the
predecessors of task Rn that were offloaded to the VEC
have completely performed their execution on the VEC
server. Moreover, we can identify that the VEC can begin
the execution of task Rn only after the task has been fully
offloaded to VEC and all the predecessors of task Rn have
completed their execution on the VEC.
The total latency for VEC offloading TVEC

n is the sum
of the uplink transmission time from vehicle Vn to VEC
server tVECn,up , ready time RTVEC

n,Rn and execution time tVECn,ex .
Hence, the total latency for VEC offloading TVEC

n can be
defined as:

TVEC
n = γn ∗ tVECn,up + RTVEC

n,R + γn ∗ tVECn,ex , (22)

as mentioned above, many conditions and constraints will
affect the latency TVEC

n , for instance, the vehicle speed and
the ratio γn. When the VEC server finishes the comput-
ing, the output results will be sent back to the vehicle Vn.
We neglect the transmission time from the VEC server to
Vn, since the amount of data as compared to input is very
little [33].
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The cost is evaluated by the utilization of the processor.
The longer the utilization time is, the higher the cost is
[35]. By considering the above time consumption, the total
cost of VEC computing can be computed as:

CVEC
n =

{
ψV2I ∗

(
γn ∗ tVECn,up

)}
+

{
�VEC ∗

(
RTVEC

n,Rn + (γn ∗ tVECn,ex )
)}

, (23)

where γn is the portion of the task Dn, the ψV2I is the
transmission cost, and the �VEC is the cost of both ready
time and execution time on the VEC server. Thus, the total
cost to complete a task is denoted as Cn:

Cn =
{
CLocal
n + CV2V

n + CVEC
n

}
. (24)

Moreover, the total cost of whole system can be derived
as:

CTotal =
N∑

n=1

{
CLocal
n + CV2V

n + CVEC
n

}
. (25)

Problem formulation
In this section, we formulate the partial task offloading
as an optimization problem. The aim is to minimize the
total offloading cost satisfying constraints like the limits
of maximum tolerable delay and computational capacity.
The optimization problem is written as follows:

P1 : min
(αn,βn,γn)

CTotal

s.t. αn + βn + γn = 1 (26a)

max{TLocal
n ,TV2V

n ,TVEC
n } ≤ tmax

n , (26b)
0 ≤ fVi ≤ FVi

n , 0 ≤ fm ≤ FVEC
n ,∀n ∈ N (26c)

tVECn,up ≤ tV2I
n,stay, (26d)

tVi
n,up ≤ tV2V

n,stay. (26e)

It is reiterated that our optimization goal is to minimize
the total cost. Here, the constraint (26a) is the relation-
ship among αn, βn, and γn. (26b) indicates that the time
of local, nearby, and VEC server offloading should not
exceed the maximum tolerable delay. (26c) shows that the
computing resource assigned for the vehicle Vn cannot
surpass the total resource FVi

n of the nearby vehicle as well
as VEC server, respectively. (26d) specifies that the task
for the V2I part should be transmitted completely to the
VEC server before the vehicle Vn runs out of the commu-
nication range. (26d) indicates that the task for the V2V
part should be transmitted completely before the vehicle
Vn runs out of the communication range of Vi.

Mobility-Aware partial (MAP) task offloading
algorithm
In the V2V network, the global information of vehi-
cles may not be available or cost too much. Besides, it

is tough to obtain multi-hop information by a vehicle
because of the maximum communication limit constraint
as it also increases the complexity. Furthermore, the con-
nection information among vehicles may change over
time [36]. The Vn identifies the RHVs and RRVs through
the beacons. Since beacons are the packets sent peri-
odically in a broadcast by vehicles to notify about their
type, speed, computation capacity, and state [37–39]. To
obtain beacon messages from multi-hop vehicles in a
dynamic environment is time-consuming. Since a vehicle
can access multi-hop vehicle in a relay fashion, thus, the
time it takes to receive the multi-hop vehicles’ informa-
tion might not be reliable over time. Moreover, frequent
updates of beacon messages might overload the wire-
less channel, with a potential impact on communication
reliability. Hence, with multi-hop, the appropriate qual-
ity of service would not be guaranteed [37]. Therefore, in
our algorithm, each vehicle must keep the computation
capacity of vehicles present in its one-hop communica-
tion range. The one-hop information is symbolized as
	vn = (fV1 , fV2 , fV3 , ..., fVj), which represents the computa-
tion capacity of all the vehicles available in the communi-
cation range of vehicle Vn. We further denote the 	vn as
a set of vehicles present in the communication range of
Vn. As the one-hop information is kept locally, we follow
the greedy algorithm to choose the best vehicle among all
vehicles present in the communication range.
We calculate all the possible available resources of vehi-

cles for offloading a task from the RHV Vn to the vehicles
Vi(Vi ∈ 	vn). Then, we select the vehicle with the least
cost as the qualified vehicle among entire candidate vehi-
cles present in its vicinity, where CVi

n is the cost of all

Table 2 Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

No. of VEC servers (RSUs) 5

ψV2V 1 unit

ψV2I 1 unit

�V2V 2.5 unit/s

�VEC 10 units/s

Communication Range of vehicles Climit 150m

Computation capacity of each vehicle [106, 2 × 108]c/s

Computation capacity of VEC server [8 × 108]c/s

Radius of RSU is r 200m

Task’s size [1,50] MB

Vertical distance from RSU to road is e 100m

Relative speed between vehicles [10,20]m/s

The speed of vehicle Vn is vabsn 60km/h

V2I and V2V bandwidth BV2I and BV2V 1 MHz

White Guassian Noise power N0 3 × 10−13
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candidate vehicles. As can be seen in Fig. 1, that the qual-
ified vehicle is represented by the yellow line while the
yellow dotted line represents the vehicle(s) present within
Vn’s communication range. The task will transmit fromVn
to a qualified nearby vehicle. Thus, the qualified vehicle
obtained by our algorithm is as follow:

Vn,i = min{CVi
n ,Vi ∈ 	vn}. (27)

The vehicle Vn offload the βn part to the qualified vehi-
cle Vn,i. While in the transmission process, the vehicle Vn
must stay in the coverage area of the vehicle Vi. Specifi-
cally, the transmission time tVi

n,up of vehicleVn to its nearby
vehicle must be less than the stay time of the vehicle Vn
in its communication range. We should examine whether
the portion of the task βn can be completely delivered
before the vehicle runs out of the communication range.
Therefore, the following constraints in Eq. (26e) must be
satisfied.
After the task has been computed by the vehicle Vn,i,

the result will be forwarded to both the vehicle Vn and
the nearest VEC server. Thus in case, the result can-
not be received by Vn due to the communication range
limitations and mobility, the VEC server with its wider
coverage area will transfer the result back to the request-
ing vehicle. However, If there is no vehicle found having
enough resources to bear the Vehicle Vn task then Vn
will also offload the V2V part, i.e., βn to a VEC server.
The algorithm to choose the qualified nearby vehicle is as
follow:

Ratio estimation for partial task offloading
The time to transmit the portion of a task of vehicle Vn
must satisfy the constraint of the stay time of a selected
vehicle. We consider to offload the portion of the task
by estimating the offloading time and the velocity of the
vehicles as well as meeting the maximum tolerable delay.
Therefore, by exploiting the Eqs. (6) and (16), we can

Algorithm 1: Choosing Qualified Nearby Vehicle
1 INPUT: one-hop computation information

(fV1 , fV2 , fV3 , ..., fVj)

2 OUTPUT:Qualified vehicle Vn,i
3 for n = 1; n <= N ; n + + do
4 for i = 1; i <= j; i + + do
5 	vn = (fV1 , fV2 , fV3 , ..., fVj)

6 From Eq. (27) we can get.
7 Vn,i ← min{CVi

n ,Vi ∈ 	vn}
8 end
9 return Vn,i

10 end

formulate as:

β1n ∗ Dn

Rn,i
V2V

+ β1n ∗ Bn
fVi

≤ tmax
n ,

β1n ≤ tmax
n

{ Dn

Rn,iV2V
+ Bn

fVi
} , (28)

that allows to find the value of β1n parameter according
to maximum tolerable delay tmax

n . In addition, the ratio of
β2n according to stay time can be calculated as:

β2n ∗ Dn

Rn,i
V2V

≤ dn,i(t)
|−→υ n − −→υ i| ,

β2n ≤ dn,i(t)
|−→υ n − −→υ i| ∗ { Dn

Rn,iV2V
} , (29)

the above equations set an upper limit on the portion of
task to be offloaded. Moreover, Algorithm 2 estimates the
values of αn, βn, and γn for all vehicles.
The entire process of mobility-aware partial task

offloading algorithm is described in Algorithm 3.

Fig. 2 The total offloading cost in terms of varying RHVs, when RRVs=10
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Algorithm 2: To estimate the offloading ratios
1 INPUT: Rn, Vn,i
2 OUTPUT: αn,βn, γn
3 for n = 1; n <= N ; n + + do
4

α1n ≤ tmax
n

{ Bn
fVn

} (30)

5 αn ← α1n
Dn

6 βn ← min{β1n
Dn

, β2n
Dn

}
7 γn ← 1 − (αn + βn)

8 end
9 return αn,βn, γn

In Algorithm 3, each RHV offloads its task locally, to the
qualified vehicle, and VEC server according to the portion
of αn, βn, and γn, respectively. This process may continue
until the maximum tolerable delay is reached. Here, Lines
5-8 are used to compute the αn locally while computing
the cost. Lines 9–20 are used to compute the βn offloaded
to the qualified vehicle Vn,i that is having a minimum cost.
If the vehicle remains in the coverage area before the job is
done, then it returns the output directly to the RHV, oth-
erwise, it handovers the output to the nearest VEC server.
Lines 21–30 are used to compute the γn portion on the
nearest VEC server. If the computation is finished within
the stay time then the VEC server immediately transmits
the output to Vn. However, if it is not the case then it for-
wards the output to the VEC server where the vehicle is
currently present. Line 33 is used to represent the total
offloading cost of the whole system.

Results and discussions
In this section, we analyze our proposed mobility-aware
partial task offloading scheme. We consider five RSUs,
each having a VEC server located alongside a unidirec-
tional road in an urban mobility road traffic scenario.
We also assume that vehicles follow random distribution
on the road. In our simulation, we consider the com-
puting speed of each vehicle in the range [ 106, 2 × 108]
cycles/s. We set the computational speed of VEC server
as FVEC

n = 8 × 108cycles/s [40]. The vehicle speed Vn is
vabsn = 60km/hour [41]. The relative speed among vehicles
is set in the range of [ 10, 20]m/s. The vertical distance
from RSU to the road is set as e = 100m. The communica-
tion radius of the RSU coverage area is taken as r = 200m.
In addition, the radius of V2V communication Climit is set
to 150m [28]. Similarly, the White Gaussian noise power
N0 = 3×10−13, V2I and V2V communication bandwidth
BV2I = BV2V = 1MHz, the V2I path loss exponent σ = 2,
and the transmit power of onboard unit Pt = 1.3W [33].
As the qualified vehicle (RRV) acts as a mini server for the
requested vehicle (RHV). Therefore, we set the communi-
cation and computation cost for the vehicle, according to
the ratio of the total computational capacity of the VEC
server. The detailed setting of simulation parameters is
listed in Table 2.
In order to show the efficiency of our proposed

approach (designated as MAP), we compared its perfor-
mance with conventional partial offloading (represented
as conventional) and MEC partial offloading techniques
(i.e., MEC Partial) [27]. In the conventional partial offload-
ing scheme, the task is computed locally and on the
VEC server without the support of other vehicles. While
the MEC Partial gets offloading support from both VEC
server and nearby vehicles along with local computing.
However, this approach determines the vehicle according
to the stay time to minimize the outage probability.

Fig. 3 The total offloading cost versus varying RHVs with fixed No. of RRVs
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Fig. 4 The total offloading cost with fixed values of αn and βn , when RRVs=10

Figure 2 represents the total computation offloading
costs regarding vehicle density on the road. We make
a comparison of our proposed MAP scheme with two
benchmark schemes, i.e., Conventional and MEC par-
tial offloading schemes, respectively. From Fig. 2, it is
observed that the performance of the MAP is best in
terms of saving the total offloading cost than the com-
pared schemes, especially when the vehicle’s density is
high. Nevertheless, in the low density of vehicles scenario,
the difference between the costs of all three schemes are
minor. Additionally, a load of computation on each VEC
server is low. A great percentage of the offloaded tasks on
the VEC servers could be computed within the required
time while the vehicles accessing the RSUs. Since the

queue size is small, which affects the stay time of the
task on the VEC server, hence, lowers the cost. On the
other hand, in the case of high density, the burden on
the VEC server increases, which may also increase the
stay time of the task on the VEC server as well as the
cost. Due to communication and computation, the over-
all costs of the conventional offloading scheme rises fast
as the density of the vehicles grows. Moreover, in MEC
partial offloading, part of the transmission is offloaded to
the vehicle, which has the least cost as compared to the
other vehicles in the vicinity at that time. Also, the por-
tion of the task must be uploaded and executed within
the stay time of that vehicle. Whereas in our scheme, the
portion of the V2V task βn must be uploaded within the

Fig. 5 The total offloading cost versus maximum tolerable delay tmax , when RHVs=10 & RRVs=10
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Algorithm 3:MAP Task Offloading Algorithm
1 INPUT: Vn,i, αn,βn, γn
2 OUTPUT: CTotal
3 for n = 1; n <= N ; n + + do
4 while tmax

n do
5 goto Algorithm 2 to fetch αn
6 By exploiting Eqs. (11-13)
7 We can get and denote the local computing

cost as: CLocal
n

8 goto Algorithm 1 to fetch Vn,i
9 while tVi

n,up ≤ tV2V
n,stay do

10 By using Eq. (14)
11 goto Algorithm 2 to fetch βn
12 Transmit the βn on Vn,i
13 end
14 By using Eqs. (15-17)
15 We can get and denote the V2V computing

cost as: CV2V
n

16 if TV2V
n ≤ tV2V

n,stay then
17 Give output directly to Vn
18 else
19 Put the output on nearest VEC server.
20 end
21 while tVECn,up ≤ tV2I

n,stay do
22 goto Algorithm 2 to fetch γn
23 By applying Eqs. (18,20-23)
24 We can get and denote the VEC computing

cost as: CVEC
n

25 end
26 if TVEC

n ≤ tV2I
n,stay then

27 Give output directly to Vn
28 else
29 Give output to VEC server where the Vn is

currently present.
30 end
31 end
32 Cn ← CLocal

n + CV2V
n + CVEC

n
33 CTotal ← CTotal + Cn
34 end

stay time to other vehicles and the duration it takes from
uploading to execution must be within the maximum tol-
erable delay. Therefore, the value of βn will be greater, thus
reduces more cost and utilizes vehicles’ resources. Our
proposed scheme notably reduces the computation and
communication cost of the system by fully exploiting the
underutilized vehicular resources up to their full capacity.
Figure 3 indicates a decrease in the total offloading cost

of the system with an increase in the number of RRVs.
From Fig. 3, we observe that when the number of RRVs
is considered fixed such as 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50, and

keep varying RHVs, the total offloading cost starts declin-
ing with the increase in RRVs. This is mainly due to the
fact that RHVs may have more opportunities in select-
ing the best nearby vehicle, which incurs less cost and
more benefit. Thus, these result comparisons reveal that
in partial task offloading the increase in RRVs significantly
influences the overall system performance.
Figure 4 illustrates the total offloading cost with an

increase in the number of RRVs. We evaluate our scheme
by examining the impact of both αn and βn in the total
offloading cost of the system. From Fig. 4, we observe
that as much as the αn contributes to the offloading pro-
cess, the cost decreases accordingly. Similarly, with the
increase in βn, the vehicles’ computational resources can
be exploited more effectively. Since the remaining portion
for the VEC server remains less as the values of αn and
βn increases, thus it becomes cost-effective. Our scheme
results further corroborate the numerical analysis.
Figure 5 shows the total offloading cost versus the max-

imum tolerable delay. Here the task data size is fixed to 25
MB while the RHVs and RRVs are set to 10, respectively.
To observe the role of tolerable delay, we take different
values of maximum tolerable delay. Considering practi-
cal assumption, at any given time the VEC servers are
at the heterogeneous level of computation load. If the
vehicles choose a conventional scheme, the complex com-
putational tasks may take a longer time as well as the
higher cost to complete their job. Thus, a larger part of
the task will be shifted to nearby RSU, eventually leading
to increased system cost. Moreover, if the vehicles adopt
MEC partial offloading scheme, the vehicle still consumes
the VEC computation resources by putting more load.
Besides, the tasks that require prompt response would
be offloaded, if the vehicle is still in the communication
range of the other vehicle until the job is fully completed.
Among all the other schemes, we note that the MAP
always gets the best performance since more portion of
a task can be distributed to nearby vehicles. In Fig. 5, at
maximum tolerable delay= 12, compared to the conven-
tional and MEC partial schemes, the total offloading cost
is saved by 19% and 15%, respectively. Moreover, our pro-
posed scheme becomes more efficient when the density of
vehicles increases. From Fig. 5, it can easily be observed
that the MAP scheme is cost-effective under any given
tolerable delay.
Figure 6 indicates the relationship between the task data

sizeDn and the total offloading cost, where the total num-
ber of RHV and RRV are set to 10, respectively. From
Fig. 6, we observe that as the size of the task increases on
the x-axis, the curves of all three schemes give an upward
trend, which proves that the size of the task has a direct
impact on the total offloading cost. Our proposed scheme
achieves the best results as it shows the slowest growth
trend. The slope of the conventional curve is greater than
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Fig. 6 The total offloading cost to data size Dn , when RHVs=10 & RRVs=10

that of the other two schemes, showing that the total
offloading cost of the system grows rapidly. This indicates
that the larger the data volume of the computing task,
the major portion will be allotted to the VEC server, thus
increasing the total system cost. While in our proposed
MAP task offloading scheme, the transmission and com-
putation load on the VEC server will be released as well as
avoids network congestion.
Figure 7 represents a comparison between the total

offloading cost with varying RHVs velocity while fixing
the speed of RRVS to 60 km/h. In terms of the impact of
speed, we note from Fig. 7 that low offloading cost incurs
when the RHVs speed is close to the RRVs speed. Since
RHVs have stable and longer stay time, consequently, a
greater portion of the task is transmitted to RRVs. On the

other hand, when the speed of RHVs is less or greater than
60 km/h, it affects the V2V connection time as the RHVs
quickly move out of the communication range of RRVs. In
that case, a larger part of the task is shifted to the VEC
server, which increases offloading cost. We can observe
that the proposed scheme outperforms other benchmark
schemes.

Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a mobility-aware partial task
offloading algorithm tominimize the total offloading cost.
To make it cost-efficient, the vehicle’s available resources
are exploited. In this scheme, the task is divided into
three parts. We further determined the allocation ratio
among these parts according to the vehicles’ mobility.

Fig. 7 The total offloading cost versus varying RHVs velocity, when velocity of the RRVs=60km/h
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Moreover, we estimate the transmission rates for V2V
and V2I communication in the light of practical assump-
tions. Simulation results demonstrate that nearby vehi-
cle communication and computation resources not only
reduced the cost but also offload the burden of the VEC
servers, especially which are deployed in a dense urban
environment. Extensive simulation results demonstrated
our proposed scheme’s effectiveness against the compared
schemes. Although the results provided in this work sig-
nificantly contribute to the state-of-the-art, yet they can
be improved in many ways. One of the major challenges
in partial task offloading for vehicles is mobility, which
greatly affects the V2V and V2I communication. In this
regard, our work would be extended to highway scenarios,
and also the task offloading can be improved by incorpo-
rating mmWave communications or considering 5G New
Radio. These challenging yet interesting extensions are left
for our future work.
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